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I am an applied microeconomist with a general research interest in the deployment of
emerging energy technologies. My research bridges energy and environmental economics,
social and economic networks, and urban economics to investigate strategies to achieve a
broader impact from breakthrough innovations in energy services. My research can be
divided into three categories. The first category focuses on how networks can be utilized
to catalyze widespread deployment of emerging energy technologies. The second category
concerns the external benefits these technologies may offer for other social, economic, and
institutional systems. The third category uses tools from data science to improve energy
and environmental outcomes for disadvantaged communities. Together, these three cate-
gories define my future research agenda.

Energy, Environment, and Networks

My current research investigates how social and economic networks can be used to in-
form energy and environmental policy. Networks form the basis of a variety of social and
economic activities in society. Social networks, for instance, have important implications
for the way information flows between individuals, firms, and institutions. Economic net-
works, for example, shape the organization of production and the transmission of shocks
between markets. Given the ubiquitous nature of social and economic networks, under-
standing how behavior is affected by networks has important implications for designing
and targeting environmental policy interventions. Below is a list of abstracts outlining my
current research in this area

“Energy Efficiency and Production Networks” (Job Market Paper)

Industrial activity periodically undergoes breakthrough innovations in energy efficiency.
However, the structure and complexity of industrial supply chain networks can significantly
impact the realized aggregate benefits of such innovations. I show the existence of a sup-
ply chain network creates a channel through which micro-scale energy efficiency improve-
ments generate aggregate energy savings, which I refer to as an energy savings multiplier.
This multiplier effect arises only under specific network configurations in which producers
source intermediate inputs through direct and indirect upstream supply chains. My main
results show aggregate energy savings are largely determined by these indirect intercon-
nections, and highlight how similar energy efficiency improvements can result in drasti-
cally different aggregate energy savings outcomes. As production processes are becoming
increasingly dependent on globalized supply chain networks, my findings have important
implications for designing and managing industrial energy efficiency policy in an intercon-
nected world.
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“Do Pilot and Demonstration Projects Work?” (with Mallory Flowers, Daniel Matisoff,
and Juan-Moreno Cruz) Under submission

Pilot and demonstration (P&D) projects are commonly deployed to catalyze early adop-
tion of technology, but are poorly understood in terms of mechanism and impact. We con-
ceptually distinguish unique functions of pilots and demonstrations, then examine whether
they accelerate green building adoption. To identify effects of P&Ds on adoption, we develop
a difference-in-difference-in-differences strategy, exploiting variation in location, technolo-
gies, and timing of P&D projects. Results indicate a 12% increase in adoption rates within
markets affected by P&D projects. Further analyses examine mechanisms driving this ef-
fect. Subsequent results suggest green building demonstration projects create learning
externalities, proliferating technology diffusion under certain conditions. Taken together,
our results suggest that P&D projects are most effective when they contribute to the for-
mation of collaborative, stakeholder networks where information on best practices can be
freely exchanged among network members.

Evaluating the Impact of Emerging Energy Technologies

Emerging energy technologies are disruptive to the status and quo, and, consequently,
face a variety of opposition to their widespread deployment. While the environmental ben-
efits are typically well-known, the precise impact of these technologies on broader social,
economic, technical, and institutional systems is not obvious a priori. An ongoing research
interest of mine is delineating the impact of emerging energy technologies on different
social and economic systems. My work in this area informs on the social value of these
technologies to shift policy discussions to include the external benefits of these technolo-
gies, beyond their environmental impact alone. Below is a list of abstracts of my work in
this area

“Bright Lights, Safe Nights? The Impact of Visibility on Crime” (with Anthony
Harding)

This paper exploits quasi-experimental variation from a LED street light retrofit pro-
gram to test for the impact of improved visibility on urban crime rates. Our identification
strategy leverages variation in the location of retrofits, the location of crime, and the time
of day a crime occurs. Our main results suggest that improved visibility from street light
upgrades had a negative effect on crime. We find the retrofit program reduced annual out-
door, nighttime crime by around 30% in retrofitted areas, corresponding to a 1% reduction
in total annual crime. We find that property crimes are the most responsive to changes in
visibility. This outcome is pertinent to policymakers as many cities upgrade or consider
upgrading their street light inventories with LED technology. Without internalizing the
savings from reduced criminal activity, cities would be undervaluing LED street lighting
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technology.

“Peak shifting and cross-class subsidization: The impacts of solar PV on changes
in electricity costs” (with Erik Johnson, Ross Beppler, Benjamin Staver, Marilyn Brown,
and Daniel Matisoff) Published in Energy Policy

The expansion of distributed solar necessitates additional research into the impacts on
both utilities and their customers. In this paper we use New Jersey solar data, PJM mar-
ket data, and demand profiles from a PJM utility to investigate rate and bill impacts of
large-scale solar penetration. In addition to the subsidization of solar adopters by non-
participants, we highlight the channels through which cross-subsidization of rate classes
can arise in practice. The results of our study indicate that the fear of a utility “death spi-
ral” may be exaggerated. Significant solar can be incorporated with only a 2% increase in
non-participant bills. At high levels of penetration, distributed solar has the potential to
alter the system peak hour which affects the allocation of costs across rate-classes. As the
peak hour shifts to the evening when solar production diminishes, residential customers
face higher distribution costs. Policy makers and utilities need to be aware of these chal-
lenges in designing the next generation of rates that are better aligned with cost causality.

“Toward Deep-Decarbonization: an Energy-Service System Framework” (with An-
thony Harding and Juan Moreno-Cruz) Published in Current Sustainable/Renewable En-
ergy Reports

This paper reviews the historical and applied literature on energy transitions from an
integrated system-level framework. We synthesize the literature using a simple energy-
service system framework to highlight the main problems and possible pathways for a tran-
sition to a decarbonized energy system. Recent literature suggests that the combination
of demand-pull and technology-push policy instruments will be necessary to tip markets
in favor of low-carbon energy alternatives. These studies illustrate that complex feedback
mechanisms between the different components of an energy system, such as lock-in and
push-back, complicate prescriptive policy design. The transition to a decarbonized energy
system is one of the most pressing problems facing modern society. Energy systems are
complex systems with many layers of feedback between social, technical, and institutional
systems. Given these complexities, policy design and analysis must evolve to incorporate
these feedbacks more explicitly.

Energy and Environmental Justice

Many communities across the world cannot afford basic energy services or lack access
to reliable delivery of these services. Even more, these disadvantaged communities are
usually disproportionately affected by environmental damages created by economic activ-
ity. Building on my previous work using data science to evaluate urban housing policy,
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my future research looks to blend tools from data science with publicly available data to
improve access to energy and quality of life for these disadvantaged communities. Below is
the abstract of the work that has inspired this direction of future research

“Coupling data science with community crowdsourcing for urban renewal analy-
sis: an evaluation of Atlanta’s anti-displacement tax fund” (with Jeremy Auerbach,
Haley Barton, Amanda Meng, and Ellen Zegura) R&R to Environment and Planning B:
Urban Analytics and City Science

We estimate the cost and impact of a proposed anti-displacement program in the West-
side of Atlanta (GA) with data science and machine learning techniques. This program in-
tends to fully subsidize property tax increases for eligible residents of neighborhoods where
there are two major urban renewal projects underway, a stadium and a multi-use trail. We
first estimate household-level income eligibility for the program with data science and ma-
chine learning approaches applied to publicly available household-level data. We then fore-
cast future property appreciation due to urban renewal projects using random forests with
historic tax assessment data. Combining these projections with household-level eligibility,
we estimate the costs of the program for different eligibility scenarios. We find that our
household-level data and machine learning techniques result in fewer eligible homeowners
but significantly larger program costs due to higher property appreciation rates than the
original analysis, which was based on census and city-level data. Our methods have limi-
tations, namely incomplete data sets, the accuracy of representative income samples, the
availability of characteristic training set data for the property tax appreciation model, and
challenges in validating the model results. The eligibility estimates and property appre-
ciation forecasts we generated were also incorporated into an interactive tool for residents
to determine program eligibility and view their expected increases in home values. Com-
munity residents have been involved with this work and provided greater transparency,
accountability, and impact of the proposed program. Data collected from residents can also
correct and update the information, which would increase the accuracy of the program esti-
mates and validate the modeling, leading to a novel application of community-driven data
science.
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